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Preface

In the mid-sixties I read an article »Field Theory and Judicial Logic« (published 
in The Yale Law Journal (59) 1950, pp. 238-72) by the American legal 
philosopher Felix Cohen, who died much too young. The article took as its 
starting point Einstein’s relativity theory and transferred to legal philosophy 
the insight of this theory that cognition depended on perspective and instru
ment:

»Rather does the field concept, which recognizes the limited and relative 
validity of many apparently conflicting views in the practical struggles of 
the law court and market place, point to the possibility that many con
flicting schools of jurisprudence may all be true and valid differing and 
limited perspectives and regions.«

At that time my primary interest as an ordinary dogmatic lawyer in contract 
and tort was the article’s analysis of causation. According to the author’s basic 
view causation is conceived as a tool, which in the given situation is used to 
explain and justify the imposition of a moral or legal responsibility from a 
number of intuitively conceived elements of value. I had already become 
interested in the comparative perspectives of law in general, and of contract 
and tort law in particular.

I had followed the ways of vertical comparison through legal history and 
legal anthropology and the ways of horizontal comparison in comparative law 
and sociology of law. During that very period I realized that comparative legal 
research in general had to be functional or factual, as a direct comparison 
between legal rules and institutions from time to time and from place to place 
would inevitably come up against difficulties owing to differences in the various 
manifestations of the material and immaterial culture.

Now I embarked on some general reflections on the character of law and 
legal science and found in Felix Cohen’s relationism and relativism of culture 
and values a confirmation of and an inspiration for my further thinking. The 
idea that truth has many faces, and that in the given situation it depends on the 
spectator’s interests and methods could easily be combined with the analytic 
and hermeneutic metascience, which was evolving during a struggle with the 
prevailing logical positivism based on the assumption of the objective character 
of truth and description.

In my first work on legal philosophy: Ret og samfund (1970), which was 
translated into German: Recht und Gesellschaft (1971), and into English: Law 
and Society (1971), I endeavoured -  in accordance with this cultural and
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relativistic conception of law – to summarize my reflections on legal philosophy 
in four chapters dealing with the legal concept, the function of law, the judicial 
decision and the legal ideas. In the first chapter I outlined – in continuation of 
Felix Cohen’s ideas –  a pluralistic conception of law based on the assumption 
that law can be conceived at the same time as norm and reality, as a functional 
guiding device, as a reflection of the conditions of life, as a system of rules or as 
religious, moral or political commands, as actual conduct or as predictions 
about judges’ conduct, dependent on the perspective of the consideration and 
interest. Thus, the method of legal science must in each given relation adjust 
itself to the purpose, be that for example as dogmatic-exegetic or as descriptive 
method.

This paper is an attempt to take stock of my excursions within legal philoso
phy since then. My basic ideas have not changed, even though in the meantime 
I have read much and written quite a lot; I have, I suppose, become more well- 
informed, but not much wiser. This paper is therefore an attempt to arrange 
the original frail tune of one wind player for a whole small chamber orchestra.

Only a few ideas are new, most of them are borrowed from others. At most 
an idea borrowed from one person may be combined with ideas picked up 
elsewhere. This is what is called development. Anyway, one does not get new 
ideas, when one is past youth. The only thing one can do later on is to arrange 
and improve one’s more or less original ideas by means of the sum of experi
ence and knowledge gathered without much merit since then.

Stig Jørgensen
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Stig Jørgensen: 
PLURALIS JURIS

I. The Paths of Science

A. Myth
Seven blind sages were given the task of defining an elephant.1

One found that the elephant was a wall, another that it was a pillar. The third 
called it a snake, the fourth a spear, while number five and six felt certain it was 
a whip and a big leaf respectively. The seventh was convinced of its being a 
thunderstorm.

This anecdote is an attempt to express the unspeakable, just like parables 
and myths. When speaking to people who are seeing and »know the mys
teries«, St. Matthew says (13.11), you need no parables, but when speaking to 
those who »seeing see not«, you must use proverbs and parables to utter the 
secret things (13.35).

Just as the little boy in the fairy tale by Hans Andersen reveals the delusion 
of the conventional view of the Emperor’s new clothes, so the anecdote perfo
rates the balloons of routine thinking, beautifully shaped to be sure, but still 
inflated.

B. Science
This does not mean that science, or true science, should always be critical and 
kill balloons. On the contrary. The main task of science must be to collect and 
work up new knowledge, to analyse and systematize this material, and to make 
the results of such research available for use according to our purpose.2

On the other hand, science can no more than any other human activity 
extricate itself from its purpose, but with the process of cognition the purpose 
or the purposes will often change into part purposes or maybe into means. 
Until this metamorphosis has taken place, the hermeneutic circle will prevent 
any other interpretation than the one generally accepted. Just like special 
knowledge is necessary to obtain a general insight and vice versa, the estab
lished knowledge will become a self-sustaining mechanism. You might com
pare it to the trick of v. Münchhausen, who pulled both himself and his horse 
out of the swamp with a grasp at his wig.

A »theory« cannot be true as such, but it can be of use as a description of
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certain phenomena. At least the theory cannot be true, unless truth is defined 
as the fact that the theory is not at variance with reality. One cannot exclude 
the possibility that reality may be described just as truly in another way. One of 
the classic examples is the description of light as either waves or particles. Both 
are equally »true« according to the purpose of the description to be made and 
the methods used to verify the theory.

This pluralistic or relativist view of science lies behind the anecdote, which 
illustrates the dependence of science upon its purposes and possibilities. 
Because of such dependence scientific descriptions and methods must be in 
accordance with the varying purposes of science, and the theory, therefore, 
that fails when confronted with a special problem, cannot claim to be »true«, 
i.e. to contain a sufficiently comprehensive description. On the other hand the 
critic needs no other reasons for his criticism than the fact that the theory is 
unable to cover a single isolated case.

History knows examples enough that science in general, or special sciences, 
have been forced to change their course and take another direction than for
ward.3 That is why the history of ideas or civilization is as popular with some as 
it is heretical with others. Critical and macro-oriented scientists are all for it, 
while steady and micro-oriented researchers are against it. The distaste for the 
comparative perspective laid upon the sciences by the history of ideas is under
standable considering the amount of dilettantism and sciolism displayed the 
latest 20 years under the name of science criticism, especially by the so-called 
Marxists. Nevertheless the comparative view is an important corrective to any 
kind of dogmatism.4

The science of any period in history, of course, is part of the culture of that 
period and must be understood as such.5 The oldest science was partly deter
mined by a religious purpose. Thus the first astronomers had the task of iden
tifying exactly the very important holidays, and the first observations of the 
heavenly bodies were made in order to get, among other things, a reliable 
calendar. Naturally the endeavours had a worldly practical purpose too in 
connection with the demand for administration of the growing societies. 
Sciences like physics and mathematics arose out of these early efforts.

The Greek science was preoccupied with finding eternity in the changeable 
world on the basis of the idea, that everything had a purpose (the essence of 
things). Thus science becomes teleological, for instance the social science 
which is founded on the idea, that a reasonable insight in the essence of man, 
the source of the »natural law«, must lead to the correct acting.

The mediaeval social science, which was to a great extent identical with the 
moral philosophy of the church, very easily took over this teleological view of 
science and replaced the essence (nature) of man with the will of God, so that 
the natural law coincided with the church law. The transmission of Aristotle’s 
writings from the Arabs to the European culture in the 12th century marked 
the beginning of a scientific renaissance. This was especially the case within the
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moral and legal sciences, as at the same time a copy of the classical Roman law, 
the Digesta, was found. However, mathematics and logic are still important 
patterns of the other sciences in their efforts to establish a noncontradictory 
and coherent system of doctrines. This is done in the form of questiones an
swered by means of argumenta pro et contra taken from The Holy Bible, Aris
totle and the Digesta.

The scientific perspective (paradigm), however, was altered with the world 
picture, which shifted from the idea of the earth as the central body of the 
universe, common to the Bible and the Greeks, to the idea of the sun as the 
center of a planet system. It was Copernicus who proved mathematically that 
the earth was able to revolve round the sun, but it was Galilei who was sen
tenced for heresy by the church, when he wanted to draw the physical conse
quences of this fact at the beginning of the 17th century.

The church, however, was not able to stop the rational science in the long 
run. The great discoveries led to an increasing overseas trade, which demanded 
accurate navigation instruments and other physical and mechanical inventions. 
According to Galilei’s functional conception of science the speculations regard
ing the essence of things were replaced by quantitative measurements and 
research regarding cause and effect, and this method was also adopted by other 
sciences. By and by the rationalist natural law developed a doctrine of an 
eternal and unchangeable system of rights and duties and set up a moral and 
legal science of universal validity besides the imperfect positive law.

In the late 18th century the speculative cosmology had its deathblow. The 
philosophers, especially Hume and Kant, denied the possibility of gaining an 
insight in the eternally good and right things by means of speculation, and the 
19th century science was characterized, on the whole, by the industrialization 
and the evolutionism. Already the pantheism of the romantic age and the 
beginning nationalism with its doctrine of the organism were in favour of such a 
philosophy of growth, which was also soon supported by the sciences of elec
tricity, chemistry and biology with their process orientation. The cultural 
sciences were dominated by historicism. The legal science developed a new 
formalism and a legal positivism in setting up a closed system of rules of law on 
the basis of a limited set of principles derived from the conditions of national 
human life. All over Europe the earlier half of the 19th century was dominated 
by the bourgeois-capitalist revolution and by Napoleon’s wars, but the increas
ing urbanization made it difficult to maintain the idea of a common »national 
will«. It becomes clear that political and legal acts are governed by purposes 
and interests. The legal rules are the results of the political power struggle.6

We are now approaching the contemporary dissolution of the world picture 
and the unity of science. The relativity theory states that there exists no unam
biguous and clear cosmology, but that the description of the phenomena 
depends on the measuring instruments and so on purpose and interests. The 
legal science develops a number of so-called realistic and analytical theories,
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which have one characteristic in common: each of them underlines a specific 
aspect of the function of law.

C. Legal Science
This short raid through the history of science illustrates the dependence of 
science upon the horizon of understanding and the cognition interest of its 
time. A reflection on the various purposes or functions of law makes it equally 
clear that it will not be possible to maintain a monistic conception of law. Like 
Kuhri7 one might speak of various paradigms being the methodical traits gener
ally accepted by the pursuers of the specific sciences at a given time and in 
doing so indicate the method to be used according to the purposes of its time. 
One might also choose not to choose a specific paradigm for the legal science. 
In order to avoid the fallacies invariably accompanying any dogmatics that 
magnifies one out of more scientific aims into the aim and so to speak takes the 
object of science – in this case of legal science, i.e. the law – to be monistic one 
might try to adopt a pluralistic point of view on legal science.8
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II. The Functions of Law

A. External (Political) Functions
The point of the above analysis is that law and legal science are phenomena of 
the history o f culture, which makes it natural to look upon legal science as part 
of the comprehensive scientific universe being at the service of the interests in 
power at the time in question.

The law has always had different functions, some of which are original, while 
others have been added, as society grew more and more complex.9

It is necessary to look upon law from a functional point of view to avoid the 
risk of explaining away important functions from the legal science. A compara
tive method in the widest sense, i.e. vertical as well as horizontal, historical as 
well as international or intersystematic, must necessarily be functional. It does 
not make sense to compare institutions at different times or places which do 
not have the same function, just as it would be meaningless to separate differ
ent institutions which have the same function, totally or in part. For cultures 
which are closely related in time or contents there will be no great difficulties, 
but the difficulties will increase according to the distance in these respects.10

As regards the legal science it is an obvious absurdity to define law in general 
in relation to the modern political institutions and afterwards to maintain that 
past and present »primitive« societies with none of these institutions have or 
have had no legal rules either. For example it has been a common practice in 
connection with the neo-positivist theory of science from the twenties till to
day to identify law and state, which has led to the result that many ethonolo- 
gists dealing with pre-State societies have found themselves obliged to deny the 
existence of law in such societies. Likewise Karl Marx and the Marxists have 
prophesied the non-existence of law in the future communist society where the 
State will wither away.

1. Peace and Order
Whenever people have formed a society there has been a need for means to 
secure peace with the world outside and order at home. In the latter respect it 
is important to develop mechanisms partly to prevent conflicts and partly to 
settle them, if they arise after all. The history of law tells us about the family 
feuds of earlier times being replaced by things and courts where conflicts are 
settled by means of generally accepted rules. Such rules, in all probability, have 
developed by and by through the settlement of various types of conflicts by 
mediation or arbitration. At least this is a well-known theory of the develop-
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ment of law in the western cultures, corresponding to the modern theories of 
sociology of law and group sociology.11

The function as settler of conflicts, however, is not the only function of law, 
and not the most important one either, although it must be presumed that the 
actual legal rules have developed from this function. The most important need 
of a human society is not the settlement but the prevention of conflicts, and this 
task is given the first rank among the functions of law and may be called its 
political function in the widest sense. To the jurists this aspect of law may 
sometimes fade out of sight, since they are professionally educated to settle 
conflicts, and most of their work consists in so doing. But of course there must 
be a close functional connection between settlement of conflicts and the func
tion of planning, since the functions of administration and legal policy must be 
closely connected with the command of conflict settling and legal technique. 
He who wants to avoid conflicts must master their technique. He who has to 
make plans for amendments of the existing law must thoroughly know its actual 
contents.12

2. Settlement of Conflicts
According to the above, then, there is only a difference in degree between the 
administrative-legal policy and the conflict settling functions of law. The tradi
tional legal education and legal science have been oriented very much towards 
conflict settling and the dogmatic-exegetic method, but nevertheless this edu
cation has been a necessary –  or at least a usually demanded –  basis for a 
carreer in State service.

3. Ethical Governing
When aspiring to play the role of ethics or legal policy or of social science, 
including the use of prescriptive or descriptive methods, the legal science has 
lost its influence on the jurists and consequently its being of interest to them.13

During the 18th century the rationalist natural law was of great importance 
to the political ideas and the criticism of the law in the common educated 
public. But it did not meet the jurists’ need for a dogmatic-exegetic working-up 
of the positively valid law. The systematic writings of the natural law theorists 
were used as subsidiary sources of law by the courts and dogmatists to fill in the 
legal rules at hand, which were often inadequate and casuistic. The natural law 
writers, however, had their greatest importance as inspirators of the European 
codifications of the Enlightenment.
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4. Public Utility
When Jeremy Bentham rejected the eternal ethics which was the metaphysical 
basis of the natural law and replaced it by a legal policy program founded on 
the empiristic concept of public utility, the distance to the traditional jurist’s 
function became too long. This was also what happened in Germany in the late 
19th century, when the so-called sociological Freirechtsschule carried the pro
test of Rudolf von Jhering against the academic formalism of the Begriffsjuris
prudenz to extremes judging according to situations without any rules at all. 
The attempt of Fredrik Stang too to make legal science a sort of comparative 
science o f culture suffered an unkind fate, as the jurists of posterity neglected 
the institute founded for the new science. Also the later extreme attempts to 
reduce law into phenomena of reality and legal science into sociology which 
have been made by representatives of the so-called American and Scandina
vian realism have failed. So was the case with Jerome Frank’s behaviouristic 
theory of judges, according to which the legal material was only one of more 
motivating factors contributing to the legal decision, and with the prediction 
theory of Oliver Wendell Holmes (Sen), according to which the role of lawyers 
was that of a prophet trying to predict the reactions of the judges.14 In Scan
dinavia Vilhelm Lundstedt made an attempt to reduce legal science into a 
social science with public utility as its highest measure,15 and Karl Olivecrona 
and Alf Ross wanted to see law as imaginary conceptions16 or »judge’s ideol
ogy«17 and legal science as a description of the calculated reflex effects of the 
legal proceedings. These attempts were also generally rejected. It is true that 
Alf Ross would not accept the extreme behaviouristic method according to 
which law is only one out of several »stimuli« provoking the judge’s 
»response«. Ross rightly held the legal obligation to be an important element 
of the process of decision, but since the obligation originated in a »common 
judge’s ideology«, which was solely expressed in the grounds of the judgment, 
the »source-of-law ideology« must be part of the »judge’s ideology« into which 
an insight can be obtained in the same way as in law in general. For this reason 
Ross accepted a »descriptive« source-of-law theory in principle.18 Characteris
tically both Olivecrona and Ross made use of traditional legal methods in their 
dogmatic works, methods which were founded on the existence of a set of valid 
sources of law ahead of and beyond the judge’s consciousness.

5. Social Criticism
The extreme schools of legal criticism or legal sociology of to-day, especially in 
Germany, have had no better luck. This is true of Marxist and neo-natural law 
as well as of existentialist schools taking the legal rules to be of the same kind as 
other social, political and cultural norms of functions. Whereas the Marxist and 
critical theories start from principles outside and inside the political system in
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order to bring about changes in the existing legal conditions,19 the extreme 
system theory, developed by Niklas Luhmann in continuation of Talcot Par
son’s political science, looks upon law as a part system within a network of 
competing political, economic, cultural and social systems which are legiti
mated (and changed) through their (unhindered) function.20

It is indisputable, then, that law has a double political function as peace
keeper abroad and maintainer of order at home and also as a means to preserve 
the social status relations and to develop and distribute the ressources of the 
country. All this is part of the macro-function of law, i.e. its functions when 
considered from a general social and political angle. Thus both a Marxist and a 
»system oriented« legal theory are macro-theories, since for instance the former 
emphasizes the »oppressive« character of law, identifying it with the commands 
of those in power supported by state coercion, and the latter stresses its »eman
cipating« function, identifying it with the service function of the »market 
mechanism«. These two macro-theoretic views insert law as phenomenon and 
system in a politological frame presenting two different concepts of democracy 
–  a socialist one and a liberalist one.

B. Internal Functions (Justice)
However, law has also a micro-function, i.e. a function connected with an 
»internal« consideration as the point of departure of individual evaluations and 
dispositions. Considerations o f justice in the widest sense play an important role 
in this area.21 Formal and material expectations as to the consequences of one’s 
own dispositions in relation to the reactions of the society and the surroundings 
lead to a certain degree of predictability which can be obtained in principle 
under any material system, provided that it is formally governed by rules and 
not discretionarily.

1. Formal Justice
Opposite to individual commands general rules prescribe a certain treatment of 
certain situations each time such situations occur. This on the one hand will 
permit general calculations and, on the other hand, it will create an expectation 
that equal cases will be treated equally. The words of many languages for »law« 
and »right« mean just what is »laid down« and »straight« contrary to what is 
arbitrary and crooked. This expresses the human need for predictability as to 
one’s own possibilities and the need for being sure that others are subject to the 
same restrictions as oneself.

»Justice« in this sense is of special importance to the weak, because, as 
expressed by Aristotle: »The strong take for themselves«, or by Thukydid: 
»Most people will submit to hunger, poverty, oppression and many other suf
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ferings without complaint; but if they are treated unjustly, i.e. against the 
rules, they will become rebellious and ungovernable.«22

In this sense the concept o f equality is socially valuable and related to the rule 
o f law. In the former respect the concept of formal justice is status-oriented, 
emphasizing that the individual citizens are equal in relation to certain facts, 
while in the latter respect it is process-oriented, securing the individual a fair 
chance of estimating his legal expectations.23

Since »equal cases« are to be settled »equally« it is worth notice that it is 
necessarily a comparative, i.e. analogical, not a deductive, i.e. logical, opera
tion to decide whether two cases are equal or, in other words, to qualify 
linguistically a phenomenon in relation to an abstract intension.24 Even the 
Sophists of classical Athens were aware that the greatest difficulty in applying 
rules was of a linguistic nature, and both Plato and Aristotle, therefore, framed 
a special concept o f equity as a modifying element at the application of abstract 
rules to concrete cases.25

The fact that such modification has been necessary indicates in principle that 
the use of e.d.p.-technique in judicial matters must be limited. Only in such 
areas where quantitative operations settle the cases, as for instance taxation or 
registration of motor-cars, these modern techniques can be utilized as decision 
systems.26 At the same time the limits of the use of e.d.p. and other cybernetic 
governing systems as models or analogies of the concept of law have been 
indicated. No more than it is possible to reduce the concept of law into a 
sociologically conceived system with feed-back mechanisms will it be possible 
to reduce it into a psychologically conceived means of governing the mental 
processes which result in legal decisions and actions.

The modern synthetic construction of rules has contributed to veil the fact 
that the application of law involves an estimate. The former casuistic form was 
apparently simpler but in return implied a general application of analogy and 
fiction in order to lead to a satisfactory result, especially in view of the impor
tant changes in the conditions of life which must have taken place during the 
long intervals of years between the codifications of such case law.

The ideals which governed the great codifications of the 18th and 19th cen
turies were exhaustiveness and clearness.27 The very ideal of liberalism was 
that every citizen should feel secure, when acting according to clear rules laid 
down to stipulate and delimit his freedom of action in consideration of others’ 
equal right of freedom. Ever since it has been a common delusion of non-jurists 
that legal decisions result from a logical-automatic application of law, since 
according to the principle of separation of power (cf. the Danish Constitution, 
§ 3) the law is made by the parliament and applied by the courts, which have 
therefore no »political« function. At the end of last century, in fact, the Be
griffsjurisprudenz attempted to frame such a theory and application of law, and 
the criticism of this theory has never permeated the common conception of 
law.
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2. Material Justice
Although the rules were made extremely abstract and were constructed in 
accordance with a firm system of concepts it proved necessary, for that very 
reason, to supplement them with terms of valuation like »reasonable«, »justifi
able«, »common honesty« etc. By and by the so-called »general clauses« were 
introduced as correctives to the legal rules, for instance Bürgerliches Gesetz
buch (BGB) § 242 (»Treu und Glauben«) and the Danish Contracts Act § 36 
(»urimelig« [unreasonable]).28 In addition to this an increasing number of 
emergency powers acts are passed nowadays, meaning acts authorizing the 
secretary of state to control a certain area of public administration.29

3. Obligation
Thus law contains internal elements of »obligation« and »justice«, not only 
psychologically speaking as a feeling of being obligated but as a logical cat
egory. An obligation may be considered existing, whether or not the citizen or 
judge in question feel it, and even if the rule is unknown to them, or the 
interpretation is uncertain in a given situation.30 The description of law as a 
mental system of government, then, cannot be called exhaustive.
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III. The Existence of Law

A. The Validity of Law

1. Efficiency
To be considered as existing a legal rule must have been validly created within 
the given political system.31

Of course it is very important whether a legal rule is acknowledged and 
followed, i.e. whether it is in force, and of course it must be admitted that a 
legal rule may be cancelled through desuetudo, i.e. not being applied, for 
instance because of an oversight. The application alone, however, is not 
enough to define the existence of law. Often a rule may not have been made 
topical yet, such as is the case with emergency laws as for instance the Danish 
act of war risk insurance.32

2. Power and Law
The conception of »being in force«, however, also depends on who is intended 
to be the addressee of the legal rules. If, like Ross, one considers the legal 
authorities the addressee, since, in the last analysis, they are the persons who 
have to apply the sanction system of the State in case of offences, the concep
tion of »being in force« must, of course, be rather hypothetical, dealing with 
the probability of an application of sanctions if an offence is submitted to the 
court for decision.33 It may be difficult to separate such calculations of proba
bility from the assessment of the »existence« of the rule on the part of the 
calculating jurist himself. Moreover there are certain rules which are not sanc
tioned. For instance it is doubtful, whether legal sanctions can be applied 
against laws passed by a Folketing which has not taken office on the first 
Tuesday of October. The rule in question belongs to a kind of regulations 
which cause no legal sanctions, but it would be rather odd to conclude from this 
that such rules are not legal rules.34

This is also true of the rules of international law, which are sanctioned only to 
a limited extent and not by the organized power system of the individuel State. 
Instead of excluding international law from the concept of law the idea that law 
and state are identical must be given up. In the same way it would be impos
sible to speak of law in pre-State societies. Such terminology would be both 
unnatural and inconvenient.35

Just as unnatural, at least in our time, is it to consider the common legal rules
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addressed to the citizens as reflective effects o f the legal procedure. Although it 
is true that many legal rules are addressed to courts and other public 
authorities, it is evident that most of the common legal rules address them
selves direct to the citizens in general or to larger or smaller groups of citizens. 
It would seem unnatural for me to look upon the rules of income tax as 
something not directed towards my personal wages account.

I would not think it natural either to consider the existence of these rules as 
dependent on my acceptance o f an obligation. Even if I do my best to evade my 
so-called duty to pay tax, the rule exists all the same and with it the duty. It 
does not suffice to acknowledge that the acceptance of the legal system as a 
whole implies the acceptance of the individual tax rule too. Conclusions of this 
kind would be identical with the assertion of the idealists of last century, that 
the criminal had in fact asked for his own death sentence, since he had known 
the rule of punishment at the time when he committed his crime. It is not 
allowed to pretend an acceptance which has not been given in each individual 
case.

3. Morality and Law
Of course it is an important prerequisite to the individual’s acceptance of the 
rules that they harmonize with his own conception of law or morality or at least 
with generally accepted conceptions, but this demand cannot be decisive to the 
question of the existence of the law. In a pluralistic society, for one thing, the 
norms of morality are not identical. The parliament is and must be the author
ity to decide the »moral« contents of the law. In fact that is the very task of the 
parliament. Even in a totalitarian society, for instance the Nazi or communist 
societies, it would be rather unpractical to make ethical demands on the con
tents of the law as a condition of its validity. If the political authorities keep 
within the framework of the constitution, the rules will be formally valid and 
therefore actually existing. It will not be possible to talk of »immoral« law, 
unless for instance the rules are at variance with the Human Rights. Lon Fuller 
has advanced a series of demands to be made on the ethical contents of law, 
including prohibition of ex post facto laws.36

B. Natural Law as a Social Theory
Although the mere agreement with certain moral principles, then, does not 
establish a criterion for the existence of validity of the law, it is obvious that the 
function of law as a means o f social binding (and as a tool of governing) must 
presuppose that certain fundamental ethical principles are respected and sanc
tioned. Herbert Hart speaks about the ethical »minimum content« of the law 
and states that no legal system known to history has been without rules for the
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protection of personal and material integrity and of the general reliability.37 
According to Hart a society cannot survive without such rules. If a rule has 
been made in agreement with the »rules of recognition« of the society in 
question, it must be considered as valid positive law, even if at variance with 
the moral minimum. One might also say that there exists a natural law but only 
as a social theory, i.e. a hypothesis regarding the demands which a given society 
must make on its legal system.38 In the first place we have no chance to study 
man in his state of nature, since even the most primitive contemporary human 
beings have established a culture which has already changed this nature, 
because, unlike the animals, we both create our culture and are created by it. 
Secondly the changes of culture cause new natural needs, so that the content of 
the natural law must change with the development of culture.

Even Aristotle was aware that the system o f government must depend on the 
culture of the society in question. Although he regarded democracy as it was 
practised in the Athenian polis in the fourth century B.C. as the superior 
system of government, he would not exclude the possibility that monarchy and 
oligarchy or even tyranny might be the most suitable government forms in 
certain critical situations.39 By the way Aristotle, like Plato, subscribed to a 
material conception of man and society. Both found that their experiences 
during the Peloponnesian war had shown some rather negative consequences 
of the radical Sophist view of democracy, according to which the social and 
legal system should be totally decided by the majority.

Aristotle regarded man as a social being (zoon politikon),40 and he found 
that the social needs and human reason made certain natural demands on the 
organization of society. This line of thought was carried on during the cultural 
renaissance of the 13th century by Thomas Aquinas, who, contrary to the older 
church doctrine, acknowledged a human legislative power delimited by general 
principles. Later on in the 17th century Hugo Grotius revived this material 
natural law doctrine. Like Aristotle he looked upon man as a social being 
governed by social needs and by reason. Whereas Grotius and his successors 
considered the rules of natural law, which are based on human freedom and a 
social contract derived from this freedom, as being eternal and unchangeable, 
Thomas Aquinas had emphasized that only the principles in general were 
eternal, while the contents would change according to the human will.

In the 18th century David Hume, the empiric philosopher, rejected any idea 
of a common human natural law, seeing that perception and valuation are 
activities of individuals not of mankind. Just like the principle of causation 
cannot be proved through cognition, general values are inconceivable, because 
the surrounding world has no other values than those laid into it by each 
individual himself.

Immanuel Kant overcame the dilemmas experienced by Hume presupposing 
a special structure of the human apparatus of cognition, which creates our 
thoughts in time, space and causality in accordance with general concepts. He
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also presupposed the concept of freedom as the point of departure for the 
evaluation of human actions, since freedom must be a prerequisite to responsi
bility. Conversely he rejected the existence of a material ethic and natural law. 
The idea of freedom and of the social contract must lead to the universal rule 
that one’s freedom is limited by others’ equal right to freedom, and that the 
demands made on others can be made on oneself too (the principle of univer
sality). While Kant, like Thomas Aquinas, recognized some general natural 
law principles or formal concepts the content of which was changing according 
to the positive political will at the time in question, Hegel and his pupils, 
among others Karl Marx, found a material basis of a natural law in human 
reason and the reality reflected by this reason on the one hand and the material 
forms of production on the other hand. Marx held that the material develop
ment would necessarily lead to the abolition of private property in the means of 
production and hence to a communist society of free and equal citizens without 
legal restrictions, since to him the legal rules were a means of oppression 
intending to protect private property.41

More recent phenomenological (intuitionist) theories have established value 
hierarchies, which in themselves demand specific forms of legal organization. 
The weakness of such systems is the lack of possibilities of verifying these 
values, which can only be seized when obvious, just like the religious natural 
law systems of catholic or protestant observance. This weakness also encum
bers the natural law theories based on the Human Rights, if they cannot lean 
on a positively valid constitutional foundation.42

However, as mentioned, it is meaningful and justifiable to advance natural 
law hypotheses in the form of social theories which must be verified through a 
political process repairing defects and changing conditions according to the 
political needs felt.43 In this connection one may adopt the theory that democ
racy is a better means than any authoritarian governing system (when there is 
no revolution or war in the country and no heavy industry being built up) to 
communicate the necessary information to secure that the needs of the citizens 
can enter into the political decision process, and that the resources of the 
country, through the market mechanism, are developed in the most effective 
way. In other words, the legal rules are assumed to be an important element of 
this information and governing system, since they provide the framework of 
both individual and social decision processes. If these information and decision 
processes are not allowed to take place without disturbances the social solidar
ity or acceptance will suffer the kind of break which we call revolution (or 
»fundamental change«) and which changes the »rule of recognition«, the 
»social contract«, the »constitution« hitherto forming the basis of the validity of 
the law.44
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IV. Hypostasis

The above analysis of the present and former functions of law and of the 
philosophical theories of law derived from these functions makes it reasonable 
to regard the various theories as hypostatizations, meaning that one single 
function, certainly an essential one, is made the criterion o f the concept o f law. 
In other words, the concept of law is defined in relation to conceptual elements 
expressing such aspects of the function of law that are (at present) of outstand
ing importance both practically and scientifically.45

A. From Reflection to Governing
In primitive societies without any politically or otherwise centralized govern
ment the law, or most of it, is regarded as pre-existing norms of divine or 
cosmological origin.46 In such societies the ritual or religious functions and the 
function as »law-speaker« will often be conferred on the same person. This was 
the case, for instance, with the Roman augurs and priests, who took auguries 
and advanced prophecies and consequently controlled the calendar, in which 
the »true court days« were determined. The Nordic law-speakers at the time of 
the provincial laws and previously in the 12th and 13th centuries held a similar 
mixed status. In pre-classic Greece too the cosmological-ritual function was no 
doubt closely connected with the creation of law. The legend about the three 
Moerae, the Fates, who spin, measure and cut man’s thread of life according to 
the principle of »every man his due« is a reflection of the moral-legal idea of 
justice. The idea of a connection between fate and justice is also found in the 
Nordic myth of the Norns and the belief in fortune as mixed of fate and merit. 
The Roman doctrine of justice as »suum cuique« has come down from Greece 
with the Stoic philosophy.

The oldest Greek conceptions of law were taken from the Babylonian cos
mology, according to which the human relations were reflections of the move
ments and mutual positions of the heavenly bodies. Thus the governing powers 
were impersonal or divine, and the legal and moral conceptions therefore of a 
fatalistic character. The interest in the changing seasons (and hence in the 
calendar) was also due to the prevailing agrarian culture and economy, and the 
seasons were often identified with important ideas of law and justice (the so- 
called »double symmetry«: law and chance, power and peace).

Greek religion, contrary to that of the Jews, never became monotheistic, so 
the concepts of morality and justice stayed fatalistic and not particularly con
nected with merit and punishment, but in principle the conception of man was
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collective, considering that the family was the bearer of rights and duties, crime 
and punishment, just like it was the case in the pre-state Nordic society. The 
meaning of being »good« was primarily being »good at something«,47 seeing 
that the abstract idea of goodness was not formed until the establishment of the 
Athenian city-state. On the whole the development of the city-states in the 
Eastern Mediterranean countries, Palestine, Greece and Italy, about 400 B.C. 
with their division of labour and dissolution of the close family relations 
encouraged individualism, i.e. the idea that moral and legal principles are 
founded on the will and responsibility of the individual. The contract is a 
manifestation of such belief in the power of the individual will to create rights 
and duties. To the Sophists the social contract was the ideological basis of a 
democratic constitution as the natural result of the secularization, after which 
the power of legislation became exclusively human and unlimited. As we have 
seen this unlimited legislative power was criticized by Plato and Aristotle dur
ing the dissolution of the city-state in the 4th century B.C., because they found 
that an unprincipled democracy based on direct voting might lead to unethical 
and dangerous consequences.

After that the city-state was played out. Attempts were then made first by 
the Hellenistic Empire and later by the Roman one to combine consideration 
for the State with an individualistic doctrine of law handed down from the 
classical Greek and Roman republics and supported first by the Stoic indi
vidualistic conception of morality and law and later by the corresponding 
Christian ideas. After the fall of the Roman Empire in the 5th century A.D. 
the church took over the temporal power of the Emperor in Western Europe 
and with it the legislative power.48 Throughout the Middle Ages until the 13th 
century it was generally held, that law was primarily the customary law and that 
only the church had the authority to change it. This view had its origin in the 
breakdown of the advanced urban money economy and the return to the static 
agrarian economy with feudalism as its organizing principle. The writing down 
of the Nordic provincial laws in the 12th century was formally no legislative 
activity but a codification of already existing customary law, although it is 
generally admitted that the church, almost having a monopoly of the art of 
writing, insinuated some legal changes into the supposed mere copy.49

As mentioned it was not until the period of economic growth in the 13th 
century that the temporal princes gained enough strength to compete with the 
church for the legislative power. But the urbanization and the division of 
labour, which was the necessary basis for a revival of the individualistic concep
tion of morality and law, did not take place until the 16th century. This must be 
stated irrespective of the fact that the church had formally maintained the ideas 
of individualism thoughout the Middle Ages.

In the early 16th century Hugo Grotius,50 the Dutchman, completed the 
mediaeval material philosophy of morality handed down from Thomas 
Aquinas and at the same time laid the foundation of the rationalist natural law,
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i.e. the belief in eternal and unchangeable principles o f law cognizable to reason 
just like empirical phenomena. Grotius believed in the good social nature of 
man and in reason as a safe guide in the creation of social and individual 
contracts to secure the power of the State and the rights of the individuals. 
Almost at the same time Thomas Hobbes, the Englishman, framed a theory of 
the social contract, but in diametrical opposition to Grotius he based it on the 
idea of man’s fundamental weakness, which must lead to the entrustment of 
the legislative power to an absolute ruler who is given the task of securing law 
and order. The difference between these two related theories is due not only to 
different political experiences but also to a fundamentally different philosophy. 
Grotius, as mentioned, built his theory on the catholic moral philosophy, 
including the belief in a divinely inspired social nature in man and in an eternal 
»natural law« (lex aeterna), whereas Hobbes departed from a quite illusionless 
conception of mankind as weak and egoistic individuals, who would fight each 
other without mercy for their own profit if prevented by no forces of order. In 
the state of nature, he thought, men are like wolves eating one another, and in 
their own interest they must agree on a social contract handing over their 
natural sovereignty to a prince (Leviathan), who is able to keep the mutual 
peace. Hobbes started from the human sensation and regarded the object of 
experience, including man himself, as material phenomena subject to mechani
cal laws, and his philosophy therefore might be called instrumental individual
ism. The natural law became individual »natural rights«.

Grotius’ rationalist natural law with its belief in eternal and unchangeable 
legal principles was developed and systematized by Pufendorf, Thomasius and 
Wolff and greatly influenced European law and culture during the period of the 
Enlightenment. The individualistic ideas of Hobbes were carried on by David 
Hume, who rejected totally the idea of a natural law, since only individuals are 
able to think and feel and so arrive at any cognition, and later by Jeremy 
Bentham, who regarded legal policy to be the main task of law (instrumental 
law) and advanced the utilitarian legal and moral philosophy.

This theory of cognition was radicalized by Immanuel Kant,51 who placed an 
insurmountable barrier between cognition and evaluation, so that both the 
social contract and the fundamental moral principles became purely formal 
constructions, which had to be completed through the positive morality and 
law at the time present. Throughout the following century law, like culture, 
became a historical phenomenon developing on a national foundation.

At the same time, however, Kant had radicalized the concept of freedom 
underlying the individualistic natural law and the social contract, the same 
concept that in Locke, Montesquieu and Rousseau led to the assumption that 
certain »human rights« are eternal and inalienable, and which stands out 
against the political democracy.

As maintained by von Savigny the citizens must be free to settle their own 
private conflicts. Whereas the State has got nothing to do with civil law, it
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positively lays down its own rules by means of its commands. This social model 
has been called the »nightwatcher State«. In Germany this ideology led to the 
legal positivism and the Begriffsjurisprudenz, schools founded by professors of 
a nation with a non-central government. France was a centralists State with a 
strong parliament, and here the words of the law were of a decisive impor
tance, so that the main task of the legal science was to interpret the laws. In 
England the judges were the central figures of a traditional common law sys
tem, and law was considered a naturally growing customary law nursed by the 
careful legal gardeners. In Denmark A. S. Ørsted became the exponent of a 
legal conception which was instrumental and realistic as well, and the develop
ment of which was essentially decided by the correlation between theory and 
practice.52

It was not until late in the century, however, that the idea of law as a 
political-instrumental phenomenon penetrated, after Rudolf v. Jhering had 
made it generally accepted that the legal rules are chiefly produced by the 
parliaments as the result of a struggle for the interests of different social 
groups. Since then it has been the common opinion in eastern and western 
countries, that law is a tool of the political process and a product of it as well.53

B. From Utility to Justice
During recent years the question has arisen, whether law can be sufficiently 
described by referring to its political-functional aspect, or whether it is right to 
leave out the aspect of reflection, i.e. law as a mirror of life. This question has 
been discussed by moral and legal philosophers. Is it possible to reduce moral 
philosophy to a value hierarchy with one single value at the top, or is it neces
sary to depart from a pluralistic value basis? In other words: Is social utility or 
justice the final aim of the legal system, or are they competing? The problem 
might also be expressed in a third way: Has justice been reduced to a distribu
tive activity, or does it still contain a commutative aspect?

Recently the idea of justice has been analysed especially by John Rawls,5* who 
has rejected the reduction of law to social utility, because, as he sees it, regard for 
the freedom of the individual must compete with regard for the interests of soci
ety. Human actions cannot be reduced to pragmatic functions. Man needs no 
other justification of his action than his own will: I will because I will! Rawls 
considers it an important task of moral philosophy to establish criteria for the 
distribution of social resources. Departing from an adapted social contract theory 
he attempts to combine the doctrine of equality with regard for efficiency. The 
details I will pass over for the moment, because they have been widely criticized, 
and with a good deal of justice. Rawls’ point of departure is a social liberal 
conception of man or a political ideology, according to which efficiency and 
freedom should not be ranked against one another but must compete for priority.
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This social liberal theory of Rawls has been contradicted by Robert Nozick,55 
who subscribes to a »libertarian« ideology and maintains, that in a developed 
society only the market mechanism is able to secure personal freedom and 
efficiency at a time. Nozick returns to the natural law point of departure, i.e. 
man’s freedom to dispose of his body and powers, which leads him back to 
Adam Smith's classical liberalism with its assumption that the individuals’ striv
ing towards their own benefit would tend towards being of benefit to society. 
Recent research has demonstrated, that Smith’s economic theory was con
nected with a legal and moral philosophy which agreed with the rationalist 
natural law doctrine, that man was a reasonable being and a social being as well 
(zoon politikon), and that this fact would necessarily lead to the result that the 
benefit of the individual was also the benefit of society.56 This assumption, 
although not empirically obvious, is important to understand Smith’s thesis. 
Since the middle of last century, therefore, political theorists and practicians 
have taken the consequence of the breakdown of idealism, which means that 
they do not, like the classical theorists of the 18th century, look upon democ
racy as a reasonable debate between well-informed persons, but rather as a 
struggle between different interests. The »correct« political action, then, is not 
the result of a rational process of cognition but of a struggle between wills and 
interests.57

Most recently Ronald Dworkin58 has tried to find a compromise between 
Rawls and Nozick. He starts from the market mechanism, which he thinks able 
to meet the demands for freedom and efficiency at the same time. To a certain 
extent it also meets the demand for equality, at any rate all citizens must be 
equal before its abstract norm of distribution as opposed to norms founded on 
status or privileges. As it favours an effective communication too, it gives 
everybody a chance of being heard. Some theorists have gone so far as to state, 
that a pluralistic economy with its liberty of choice must be a prerequisite to a 
democratic social organization.

However, experience as well as theoretical considerations suggest an adjust
ment of the market mechanism. In the first place it should secure long-term 
social interests by including the external production costs paid by society, such 
as education, communication etc., in its commodity prices just like the internal 
costs. In the second place the citizens should be secured equal possibilities to 
utilize the objective norm of distribution of the market mechanism, which 
implies a redistribution of resources by means of changed policies regarding 
education, subsidies, taxation etc.59

C. Reflection and Culture
According to the above the rules of a society cannot be a unilateral governing 
system based on social consideration. It must still contain important elements
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reflecting certain customs and cultural values, which may partly be conditions 
o f the existence o f the society, such as protection of property and person, 
marriage, bringing up of children etc., partly represent a lump sum o f ideas o f 
justice. These thoughts are on the same lines as the assumption that man is both 
an individual and a social being with equal needs for freedom and security. The 
question which of these needs must be preferred to the other cannot be an
swered in a general formula but must be left to emerge from the political 
process.

1. Justice
In our western countries the civil law is rooted in private autonomy, the mani
festation of which is the contract, the ideal expression of the common will of the 
parties. In practice the will factor is subject to certain restrictions because of 
the necessary regard for general expectations, for the utilizing of certain 
strategic advantages in making the contract, and for public control of the 
contents of it according to general social policies. These restrictions are similar 
to those which nowadays entangles private property, especially real property, 
in relation to the public planning. Many kinds of contracts, leases and com
panies are subject to an extensive public control, and large parts of business life 
in general are regulated by standard contracts. Mass production demands mass 
sale, and therefore contract conditions must be standardized. At the same time 
standard contracts harmonize the opposing organized interests, just as does the 
model acts, when the standard contract is an »agreed document«, i.e. when it 
has been agreed on through negotiations between the organizations of opposite 
interests as for instance the superior agreement of the labour market and the 
nationally and internationally accepted business conditions and shipping con
ventions.60

Even though the law of property, like the matrimonial law, is subject to an 
increasing public control through planning, taxation and direct influence on the 
management of private undertakings, the western societies still build upon 
private property and disposal together with free choice of consumption.

It makes sense, therefore, to maintain that law has still a reflective function, 
and that justice cannot be reduced to being distributive, as the civil law is in 
principle founded on the institution of contract, which implies reciprocity and 
equivalence, that is commutative justice. One might try to reduce the function 
of law to the aspect of control and distribution by calling private autonomy a 
kind of political ideology or control, and it would not be quite wrong, but it 
would veil some important aspects of the function of law and also the possibil
ity of a dualistic concept of man. At least one cannot by presupposing a monis
tic concept of man avoid the political and scientific discussion, which must 
precede the reduction of the concept of law and justice to a function of the 
social utility.
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Neither has the recent debate of criminal policy been in favour of a one-sided 
consideration for society (general prevention), for the treatment of criminals 
(special prevention) or of society itself (Marxist theory). It is accepted by 
criminologists that, out of consideration for individual justice, it is necessary to 
maintain as far as possible that responsibility corresponds with liberty, and that 
the reaction must, on the other hand, be reasonably proportional to the of
fence. From the earliest times the reciprocity implied by the law of contract and 
the criminal law has been the foundation, not only formally but also materially, 
of the idea of justice in the form of equality.61 It was not until more recent 
times, when culture was urbanized, that justice was supplemented with a dis
tributive function and it was left to society to decide the individuals’ deserts.62

2. Custom
The reflective function of law is also that of being the framework of the tradi
tional culture, manifesting itself through customary law. As mentioned above 
the customary law is the only kind of law in primitive and static societies, often, 
but not always, combined with religious conceptions. This situation has col
oured the concept of law in Western Europe, especially in the Scandinavian 
countries, all through the Middle Ages. Even nowadays the Islamic countries 
are dominated by this combination of tradition, customary law and orthodox 
religion. In some of the countries, especially Iran, a revolutionary religious 
renaissance can be observed as a reaction against the infiltrating technology 
and liberalism of western civilization. The Jewish culture too implies a religious 
legal system surrounded by ritualized customs.

On the one hand, of course, culture and religion rest on tradition and custom 
and, on the other hand, have developed from local practice in a natural way. It 
is easy to understand, therefore, that the romantic movement and its predeces
sors, Goethe and Herder, could compare the social organization with the 
biological organism, in the first place in opposition to the mechanical concep
tion of society and culture of the rationalists. The corresponding conception of 
law is most clearly advanced by von Savigny, the German, who emphasized 
that customary law, like culture on the whole, had grown up in the people 
independently of the State and should therefore be preferred to the radical 
French codification policy.

Politically and ideologically von Savigny’s purpose was partly to further the 
movement towards German unity after the Napoleonic wars, partly to justify a 
liberal policy corresponding'to Kant’s moral and social philosophy. In Den
mark, where the political situation was otherwise, A. S. Ørsted recommended 
a combination of tradition and reform, customary law and legislation. Whereas 
to von Savigny the material from which the customary law sprang up was the 
Roman sources of law, to Ørsted it was practical life itself. Consequently von 
Savigny and his successors at the universities did not immediately influence the
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legal practice or the legislation to any degree worth mentioning, while Ørsted, 
who remained a legal practician, became an important intermediary of the 
interplay between theory and practice and had an influence as a legislator.63

In the long run, however, von Savigny did influence the German legislation. 
The BGB is to a certain extent a further development of the Pandects with the 
advantages and disadvantages connected with the high level of abstraction and 
the omission of the practical commercial law. The liberal social ideology has 
been preserved until the present day by the BGB, in which the principles of 
liberty and will are still maintained. This has caused great difficulties in post
war Germany, where the need for combining the application of the rules of the 
BGB with the »social state«-foundation of the constitution has been urgent. In 
the Third Reich, however, there were no great difficulties in applying the 
BGB, since the Treu und Glauben of the general clause could easily be inter
preted as »gesundes Volksempfinden«.64 In theory (Wiethölter) as well as prac
tice it has been attempted to interpret the fundamental principles of the con
stitution into the positive legislation by means of a »critical« or »neo-natural 
law« method, but in the course of time a great deal of up-to-date special 
legislation has been introduced, and most recently a comprehensive analysis 
has appeared making a forthright proposal for a general law reform.65

In the Anglo-Saxon debate a similar discussion about the status of the cul
tural and social development as a corrective to the positive law has taken place, 
though in another form. Herbert Hart66 has adhered to his positive law view but 
has had to realize, that in case of important changes in society the legal system 
will be incomplete in principle if not supplemented with new legislation. 
Ronald Dworkin, his successor, has maintained that the legal system is exhaus
tive in principle, and that the gaps which may appear, especially in difficult 
cases, can be filled in with support from general moral and legal principles, 
which are regarded as belonging to the legal system, at least if they are sup
ported by the American Constitution. (Dworkin is an American citizen).67 It is 
worth mentioning that both Wiethölter and Dworkin are subject to constitu
tions made to keep federal states together, for which reason they contain a 
large number of general principles meant to guide the autonomous constituent 
states. Because of their »political« constitutions, therefore, it is a common 
feature of American and German law that a number of social conflicts of a 
political and ideological nature are transformed into legal conflicts, which are 
then submitted to the federal tribunal for decision. In monistic states like 
England and Denmark, naturally, a sharper distinction is made between law 
and politics, and the »political« conflicts are left to the parliament, leaving the 
courts to settle conflicts on a neutral basis.68
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3. General Principles of Law
In continuation of a general theory of understanding, emphasizing that any 
interpretation must depend on the conditions of life and culture in the society 
in question, the so-called »hermeneutic« philosophy of law, including the Eng
lish analytical philosophy (Wittgenstein),69 considers history and culture as its 
»horizon o f understanding«, inasmuch as these phenomena are kept in lan
guage so to speak.70

It is obvious, therefore, that the culture, religion and ideology handed down 
to us must become the hidden but necessary foundation of our legal institu
tions. The Greek/Jewish individualism together with the democratic human 
rights and the constitutional State-ideology are important prerequisites to the 
understanding and interpretation of the legal rules of the western world.71 As 
stated about the radical critical theory of law of certain federal states it may be 
questionable, to what extent political-ideological ideas and principles can be, 
or ought to be, considered as parts of the legal system in force, and to what 
extent such principles ought to be considered as meta-legal or legal policy 
maxims inapplicable outside their direct sphere of application. In legal prac
tice, for instance, it is generally held that constitutional principles cannot be 
applied right away to civil law conflicts. Only a general principle of equality has 
passed from constitutional law to civil law and administrative practice in many 
countries.72

It is self-evident that general principles o f law must be the basis of legal 
argumentation, and, moreover, to a legal theorist departing from legal practice 
it is obvious that such general principles of law exist and have developed by and 
by in legal theory and practice, concurrently with the social and cultural 
development on the whole, but varying within the legal areas.73

The criminal law is governed by three basic principles: The principle of guilt, 
the principle of no punishment without offence, and the principle that the 
burden of proof lies with the Prosecution. The law o f procedure is governed by 
the principle of public administration of justice and the principle of either party 
to a case being present at the hearing and informed of any step in the action. In 
civil law the principle of private autonomy is important, and in public law the 
principles of sovereignty and of equality besides the principle of efficiency and 
lawful administration must be emphasized. An analysis of Danish legal usage,74 
however, shows that a series of specific models of argumentation are involved 
in the procedures of each legal area. These models have a double purpose: to 
fill in gaps and imperfections in the legal material and to adapt it to new 
situations caused by changes in the social or moral conditions. The general 
clauses of the legislation also contribute to an adaption by degrees of the social 
morality and the professional ethic. During recent years the legislators of sev
eral countries have introduced new general clauses to enable the courts to set 
aside unreasonable contract conditions (Danish Contracts Act § 36). Such an
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estimate cannot be made, of course, without considering at the same time the 
aims of the regulation (teleological aspect) and the practical (pragmatic) effects 
of a concrete decision.
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V. Model and Analogy

A. Topology
Immediately above we have accentuated the special features of legal theory 
which are connected with the choice of court procedure, as our starting point 
for the understanding of law. If we choose the concept of law or the legal 
system as our model and the conceptual analysis as the method of our activity, 
the formal aspects of the concept of law and its relation to other social norms 
will stand out, whereas if we depart from the legal decision, we must necessarily 
direct our attention to the application of law, especially to the methods of 
adapting an abstract, but purposeful, norm to a concrete case.

1. The Concept of Law
In the former model situation we are brought to stress the general and formal 
aspects of the concept o f law, and in the latter we are forced to realize the 
pragmatic and discretionary nature of the application of law. It is easy to 
understand that the legal theorists, who consider the legal system as a formal 
means of governing society, must come to identify law with the State and its 
maintenance through political powers. Such legal theories are founded on the 
analogy o f command, and consequently the individualizing and evaluating ele
ments of the application of law fade out of sight. This is true, whether they 
refer to the will of the State or the ruler75 like the German and English theories 
of the 18th and 19th centuries, or they eliminate the will factor in different ways 
like the Reine Rechtslehre of Kelsen, who identifies law with the State,76 the 
rule theory of Hart,77 or the »free-standing imperatives« of Olivecrona.78

2. The Legal Decision
To the German »Freirechtsschule« at the end of last century,79 the »American 
realism« in the 1930s,80 the existentialist legal theories81 and other theories, 
which regard the judge's function and individual legal decisions as analogies of 
the concept of law, the discretionary element will quite eclipse the normative 
contents of law. The same is true of the »naturalistic theories« from Jhering82 
and Pound83 to Hägerström,84 who all look upon the legal decision as being the 
result of a psychological motivation process based on interests, just like the 
behaviourists, and who want to reduce legal science to natural or social science. 
Alf Ross’85 legal theory contains both elements considering law both as com
mands supported by State coercion and as judge’s ideology manifesting itself in
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grounds of judgments, which in turn form the basis of the legal scientists’ 
probability calculations of valid law, i.e. what will be made the basis of future 
decisions. Ross does not make it clear, however, that this is a question of two 
different aspects of law.

As explained above law has been described by means of different models and 
analogies.86 The models have always been dependent on the general cultural 
and scientific world picture at the time in question. In static societies the 
concept of law is mainly reflective, and law is understood as ever existing 
customary law of mythical or religious origin. In dynamic societies law is con
ceived according to its function as a tool of the political power to govern and 
change society. In the former case law is conceived as natural law and the 
legislative power as belonging to the gods or the church like in the Middle 
Ages. In the latter case law is conceived as positive law derived either from the 
citizens’ will through a social contract, as for instance the Sophist Athens and 
the rationalist natural law, or from the rulers’ will, as for instance in Europe 
after the Renaissance. In the 17th and 18th centuries the social contract was 
made the foundation of democratic as well as autocratic forms of government, 
and the natural law, although considered as eternal laws, was still looked upon 
as reflections of a superior mechanical world order cognizable by reason. Only 
after Kant in the 19th century did the absolute legal positivism penetrate with 
its separation of religion and morality from the law. The former were submit
ted to the court of conscience, and the latter, being the work of man, was 
placed at the service of the society and State will and later the social utility or 
the social interests.

B. Legal Theory

1. Realistic Theories

a. Political Theories
Law, then, may be conceived as an expression either of the world order, the 
laws of nature, the morality of human reason, the will of the ruler or the State, 
the social utility or of the competing social interests.

In our time law has been subject to an analysis of functions and has in turn 
been considered on the basis of different analogies.

Realistic theories, regarding law as an empirical phenomenon, have concen
trated upon its political function, and some of them have identified law with the 
commands of the ruler or the State backed by coercion. So was for instance the 
opinion of Hegel and John Austin, and it is still the prevailing conception of 
law in the so-called socialist countries of Eastern Europe. In these countries
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also the pedagogical and moral functions of law are paid much attention.87 
Others, like Hans Kelsen,88 identify law with the State which they regard as a 
legal and nothing but a legal organization. Also Hägerström89 takes law as an 
expression of the State organization but rejects the idea of including will or 
coercion in the concept of law. It is not quite clear how to motivate such a 
behaviouristic or naturalistic concept of law, nor what logical status should be 
given the »free-standing imperative«, so called by Olivecrona.90

Thus Hägerström lays more stress on the function of law as a virtual 
political-psychological means of governing. This understanding is especially 
emphasized by Vilhelm Lundstedt,91 who mentions the social utility as a 
realistic interpretation of the purpose of law as opposed to the idealistic 
concept of justice. Already in the late 18th century Bentham had formulated 
this utilitarian principle of law, which was accepted by Rudolf von Jhering in 
the middle of the 19th century and further developed in the German 
Freirechtsschule and lnteressenjurisprudenz as well as in the beginning 
American realism. According to these schools law was to be looked upon as 
a result of the political struggle for interests.92 Already in the early 19th 
century, however, A. S. Ørsted,93 the Dane, had framed a »realistic« legal 
theory based on the idea that law was serving the interests of the community 
of citizens. This theory has been the foundation of Danish-Norwegian legal 
science ever since and has manifested itself in an organized cooperation 
between theory and practice.

While according to Jhering’s social-liberal theory law was a parliamentary 
means of governing and changing society in agreement with the interests of the 
majority, Karl Marx,94 his contemporary, framed a theory of struggle or con
flict according to which the legal rules had no governing functions. The legal 
rules were nothing but a reflection of the material social conditions and in turn 
only one out of more middle class tools for the oppression of the working class, 
brute force being the most important one. When private property in the means 
of production was abolished, man would change with the emancipation, so that 
neither legal rules nor power would be needed to make him do the right, social 
things. During a transition period after the revolution, however, it would be 
necessary for the proletariat to establish a socialist State and to oppress the 
middle class through legal rules and State power.

Thus Marx’ legal theory is a peculiar compound of reflection and governing 
theories, maybe because it was chiefly a sociological theory. Marx’ anthropol
ogy is greatly influenced by the romantic doctrine of man as a good social being 
who is ruined by his surroundings, a doctrine which in turn is rooted in the 
natural law tradition, dating back to Aristotle’s »zoon politikon« and Socrates. 
By the way, it was generally accepted in the Middle Ages that law and custom 
were reflections of order and justice. Marx’ reflection theory, however, is a 
dynamic development theory, which reflects changes in the social conditions 
and which is in a sense related to romanticism and von Savigny’s doctrine of the
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development of »the spirit of the people«, which was carried on by Hegel in his 
theory of the dialectic of reason.

b. Cultural Theories
Marx’ theory is also related to the common cultural theories which regard law 
as a cultural phenomenon95 just like religion, morality and other norm systems 
that are subject to the same changes as the rest of the material and immaterial 
culture. This conception of law is of a systematic character, since it places law 
as a part system within a general cultural system.

These cultural system theories are related to the sociological theories choos
ing their analogies from different sociological points of view.

c. Sociological Theories
1° System Theory
Several modern system theories consider law on the analogy of the cybernetic 
control and feedback systems. Some of them, as for instance those of Sundberg 
and Eckhoff,96 lay stress on the functions of governing and control and look 
upon the feedback mechanism as a means of information about disturbances in 
the governing mechanism, while others, especially Niklas Luhmann,97 consider 
law from a model of market economy as a rolling system, constantly corrected 
and legitimated through its own administration.

2° Jurists' Behaviour
Other sociological theories take their analogies from a specific legal sociology 
angle regarding law as the behaviour o f jurists.

Law may be seen as the result of the parliamentary behaviour, which is done 
in France where the parliament occupies a leading position in the jurists’ hierar
chy. In England and partly in the USA law may be regarded as judges' 
behaviour, because among the English legal profession the judge holds the 
highest rank. Oliver Wendell Holmes sees law from the lawyer’s point of view,
i.e. as expectations or calculations as to the chances of winning a case. In 
Germany and to some extent in the Nordic countries the professor o f law has 
been prominent, and his scientifically arranged ideas of the contents of law has 
often been regarded as the correct interpretation of the popular view of law, as 
found for instance in such mutually remote personalities as von Savigny and 
Knud Ilium .98

d. Psychological Theories
1° Behaviourism
Here we are moving in the direction of the psychological theories which con
sider law on the analogy of psychic regularities and expectations.

The behaviouristic psychology, which looks upon the psychological processes 
from outside as the result of an input producing an output, has greatly influ
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enced certain sides of the American realism of the 30s. This school had as its 
model the legal decision which was understood as a psychological process of 
motivation in which the legal material was a factor equal to other factors, such 
as the judge’s political conviction, state of health, sex, race, mood and even 
digestion (Jerome Frank’s digestion theory). Also later on law has been consi
dered on this analogy in the U S A ," and in Scandinavia, as mentioned, Axel 
Hägerström's line of thought bordered on behaviourism.

2° Psychology o f Cognition
Later on by analogy with the social psychology (expectations) and the cognitive 
psychology the theorists have attempted to make out the feelings of right and 
duty animating both the legal subjects and the legal officials. The social 
psychology has offered the model of the analogous conception of law as a 
system of expectations, which are fulfilled if law exists, while the cognitive 
psychology has been the model of A lf  Ross’ complicated theory of »valid law« 
being a combination of social facts (judicial behaviour, court decisions) and 
psychological facts (feeling of being legally obliged). In principle law is the 
»judge’s ideology« prevailing in a certain country, but an insight in this ideol
ogy can be obtained only by reading grounds of judgments. The legal rule is 
valid, if the probability of its being applied exceeds a certain limit. Law, then, 
is conceptually connected with the judge’s function and in the last analysis it is 
an expression of the will of the State backed by coercion. But at the same time 
it is the interpretation scheme from which the judge’s behaviour may be pre
dicted.

On the whole, Knud Ilium100 states, this possibility of predicting the judge’s 
behaviour is just due to the lawyer’s insight in the interpretation scheme, which 
is not only judge’s ideology, then, but also lawyer’s ideology. In his opinion a 
professor of law is just as qualified as a lawyer, if not better, to interpret the 
popular conception of law which is the last warrant of legal practice.

3° Social Psychology
Here the psychological theories approach the ethical. The popular conception 
of law may be understood as a social-psychological phenomenon, which is 
theoretically subjectable to empirical examination, as for instance Berl Kutch- 
insky’s101 study of the public sentiment of justice. But of course it may also be 
understood as a general resort to an alleged sentiment of justice by way of 
legitimation of one’s own ideas of justice. To Ilium, however, it is a question of 
legitimation in principle of the jurist as an intermediary of law.102

4° Governing o f Mental Processes
Most recently Gidon Gottlieb103 has compared law to the means governing the 
mental processes which govern in their turn the political and social processes. 
Once again law is regarded as a means of governing, although not, as according
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to certain political and sociological theories, a direct social means of governing, 
but a psychological tool with direct effect on people’s readiness to act and with 
no need for feedback or threats of display of force. This direct governing effect 
is what lies behind Hägerström’s conception of law and also behind several of 
the Eastern European theories of law as a pedagogical aid. Hitler and other 
dictators have made use of such immediate propaganda, which, although bad 
to the people, had its good effects from the point of view of the rulers, in so far 
as the mental accept of the contents of a rule is very important to the keeping of 
it, its internalization.

2. Ethical Theories
Now we are able to go the whole length and turn to the ethical theories which 
prevailed in the religious and secular natural law theory until the criticism of 
Hume and Kant in the late 18th century. The principles of the idealistic legal 
theories, however, were in no small degree an extension of the maxims of 
natural law, and till the present day even the concepts of social utility or regard 
for real interests have often been used as a cloak for private assessments of 
justice.

Departing from the so-called socio-biology this analogy has during recent 
years been developed to represent an actual e.d.p. system design for the 
human brain. According to this theory the primary design concepts must be 
understood as the result of the biological development, while the secondary 
design concepts, i.e. social, ethical and legal norms within this framework, 
adjust the human behaviour to the physical and social surroundings when 
changed through the cultural development.104

Concurrently, however, ethical and religious legal theories have kept their 
strength in the catholic countries of Southern Europe and South America, 
where the Thomistic natural law theory is still alive, though often with changing 
contents, as for instance in the works of A. Verdross.105 After World War II 
attempts have been made, especially in Germany, to establish a neo-natural 
law school in opposition to Nazism and its utilization of a positivist legal theory 
and on the basis of a phenomenological value theory. However, like the corre
sponding existentialist theories, which totally deny the existence of abstract 
norms, these attempts have remained unsuccessful, because like the confes
sional theories they require a special intuitive insight in the values which cannot 
be obtained by ritual cognition.106

In Germany and the USA the so-called critical theory o f law107 has ques
tioned the contents of the positive legal rules and has moreover argued, that 
the constitutional and more extensive human rights must be included in the 
interpretation of the remaining rules of the legal system. In this respect the 
critical theory of law is related to the rationalist natural law including its claim 
for a right of resistance against unacceptable rules. »Civil disobedience« has
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caused continual problems during the latest 10 or 15 years.108 It is derived from 
the so-called hermeneutic theory of law, which maintains that any description, 
including the interpretation of the legal rules, must involve the total historical, 
social, ideological and cultural horizon of understanding.109

Other legal theorists too, such as Lon Fuller110 and Frede Castberg111 have 
opposed to the American and Scandinavian realism and have demanded that 
the legal rules of a given country should be founded on certain ethical maxims 
in order to be recognized as a valid legal system. Both claim the human rights 
respected. Fuller makes a further series of »reasonable« demands on a valid 
legal system, for instance that the rules must be unambiguous, be announced, 
not be ex post facto, not contain impossible commands, not be self-contradic- 
tory etc. Also the legal theory of Ronald Dworkin112 contains elements of neo
natural law character, insisting that the legal system is exhaustive in principle 
and should, in extreme cases, be interpreted according to the general maxims 
of the democratic system. Like John Rawls and others he has combined the 
functional aspect of legal philosophy with a moral philosophy contemplation of 
society being founded on morality and justice.

3. Analytical Theories
The last of the major groups of legal philosophy schools is the group of her
meneutic and analytical schools,113 which have all concentrated upon language 
and its character of acts carrying meaning. They are based on the assumption 
that the valuations and experiences of mankind are kept and expressed by 
language as a means of social communication, since language is not only an 
individual gift, but a biologically governed disposition rooted in the human 
nature and organized according to general rules in a common structure, which 
enables people to »understand« each other, i.e. to communicate a »meaning« 
from one individual to another.

a. Positivism
The original logical positivism, 114 which was developed by the so-called Wiener- 
Kreis in the 1920s, was built upon the idea that it is possible to make an 
»objective« description of an empirical phenomenon, which is so to speak the 
reference or the basis of verification of the scientific statements. In order to 
keep free of religious, political and ideological conditions science can express 
statements only about such positive facts which can be verified or falsified 
through comparison with reality.

Metaphysical statements about things beyond the scope of our experience 
and valuations that express the sentiments of the valuating person instead of 
apparent qualities of the things cannot be subject to scientific treatment, but 
only to religious belief or intuition. It is characteristic of the logical positivism 
that it is not absolutely empirical, since for instance mathematics and other
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logical systems based on deductive principles of conclusion are accepted as 
scientific, just like actually existing norms and norm systems, including legal 
norms and legal systems, can be subject to scientific research.

In this respect the Scandinavian realism differs from the logical positivism, 
since the former, as the name implies, recognizes only the phenomena of the 
outer world as objects of science. Therefore such things as norms and legal 
rules cannot in themselves be objects of science, since science can only deal 
with psychological and sociological facts. The object of legal science is »den 
gældende ret«116 (Ross), i.e. either legal ideas, judge’s ideology (Ross), imagi
nary ideas (Olivecrona) or legal facts (Eckhoff), and the legal decision consists 
of certain legal facts, which, related to the legal idea, will causally lead to the 
legal consequence (Ekelöf), and in »reality« the rights are terminological aux
iliary concepts (Ross)117 or reflex effects of the court procedure (Lundstedt).

The English analytical philosophy of law, especially in Herbert Hart’s ver
sion,118 deals with language in conceptual analyses. Hart’s principal work, 
characteristically, has the title of »The Concept of Law«, but in the end it is a 
kind of descriptive sociology (cf. Preface), as Hart maintains the positivist 
foundation of the concept of law and rejects to regard any kind of natural law 
control of the contents as a criterion of the law. On the other hand he is 
constantly preoccupied with placing law in relation to morality, but he prefers 
to speak of »immoral law« instead of building the moral validity into the 
contents of law. To Hart the legal rules are valid if they have been made in 
accordance with the rules of recognition of the given society. Such rules of 
recognition, of course, are empirical facts. In primitive (pre-State) societies 
custom is the dominating source of law, while in developed (State) societies it is 
the legislation, since the constitutions contain technical directives for the mak
ing of legal rules. Just like the criterion of validity of the formal making of law 
is a sociological-comparative fact, Hart admits too, after having made a com
prehensive comparative analysis, that law must have a minimum content of 
morality, if society is to function. This minimum, however, is not a condition of 
validity, as it is to Lon Fuller and other neo-natural law writers, but an empiri
cally observed condition o f activity.

Hart not only wants to delimit law from politics and morality, he is especially 
engaged in analysing the structure of law. As opposed to Austin he points out 
that law is certainly normative, but is not a mere command. Contrary to a 
concrete command or threat it is of a general rule nature, which logically means 
that it creates »obligations«, whereas a command creates »duties«. Law, then, 
presents itself in the form of a permanent general rule which creates an obliga
tion to act equally in equal cases. The obligation is a logical category, quite 
different from the actual custom and the actual feeling of being obligated with 
which the realistic theories of law operate. A valid obligation exists, even 
though no corresponding actual feeling or behaviour is experienced. By the 
way, Hart’s rule analysis leads to the assumption of two fundamentally sepa
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rate rule categories which cannot be reduced to one. Primary rules address 
themselves to the legal authorities and comprise rules of competence: rules of 
recognition, rules of adjudication and rules of change. Secondary rules address 
themselves to the citizens and contain the proper norms of behaviour.

Hans Kelsen’s reine Rechtslehre,119 which has been developed in continua
tion of the metascience of the logical positivism, also distinguishes between law 
and morality and between law and politics. On the other hand Kelsen regards 
law and State as a unity, because, he says, law does not exist without the power 
of the State, and the State is nothing but a system of rules. Accordingly law 
means commands backed by the coercion apparatus of the State, but as, fol
lowing Kant, he keeps up the fundamental distinction between »sein« and 
»sollen«, he emphasizes at the same time, that law as a norm or a norm system 
cannot be derived from empirical facts. The legal norms belong to the »sollen« 
category and so cannot be given empirical grounds but can only be legitimated 
by a superior norm, which depends in the last resort on a basic norm. Contrary 
to Hart’s rule of recognition this basic norm is no empirical fact, but, after 
Kant, originally a condition of cognition which was later changed into a fiction. 
It is doubtful, whether the character of the basic norm was quite clear to 
Kelsen: was it a truism as a redundant foundation of a logical system, or was it 
a legitimation of the legal system?

It is probably Kelsen’s main concern, as it is Hart’s, to bring to light the 
structure and the political or superlegal –  formal – validity of the legal system, 
but first of all he wants to create the basis of an efficient decision system to 
serve the political government of the State without involving religion, morality 
and ideology. Certainly Kelsen did not regard these value systems as being 
inferior, but he thought that their influence should be felt in the political 
process, the very result of which is the law which is in turn identical with the 
State. Legal science, therefore, should only describe and systematize the posi
tive, validly created legal norms, while sociology, psychology and political 
science should deal with the empirical and evaluative basis of law.

Kelsen thought it possible, in accordance wilji the strategy of the logical 
positivism, to set forth the legal system in an objective and close form from 
which logical conclusions in the form of legal decisions could be drawn. Con
trary to this, departing from the further development of the linguistic philoso
phy of the later Wittgenstein and Ryle, Hart found it clear that language is of 
no such objective nature. The linguistic concepts are »open« and »intentional«, 
and a legal decision therefore cannot be objective but must necessarily be an 
alogical process ascribing a legal content to the given facts. However, Hart has 
later dissociated himself from the early work in which he dealt with this deci
sion theory.120

Alf Ross’ legal theory is more complicated. On the one hand he subscribes to 
the metascience of the logical positivism, on the other hand he follows the 
Scandinavian realists in maintaining an empiricist theory of cognition. On the
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one hand he complies with the theory of Hans Kelsen that law is identical with 
the State and its power apparatus, on the other hand he maintains that legal 
science must deal with the valid law as an empirical fact in the form of judge’s 
ideology. But he agrees with both the logical positivism and the Scandinavian 
realism that »metaphysics« and evaluations are of a scientific nature. Legal 
science is a theory of the »positive« law, whereas »natural law« and »justice« 
have no »semantic reference«.

The American realism had taught Ross to focus the courts and to look upon 
law as part of the function of the courts. To be sure, he rejected the purely 
behaviouristic variant as framed by Jerome Frank, and assumed that the func
tion of law was understandable only on the basis of an interpretation scheme 
which was identical with the ideology of the judge’s feeling obliged. On this 
basis, Ross states, it is possible to predict future legal decisions, and in his 
theory the probability of this prediction is the criterion or the basis of verifica
tion of the scientific statements regarding valid law. So Ross’ model resembles 
Holmes’ »lawyer’s model«. One can obtain an insight in this judge’s ideology 
by reading grounds of judgments, which will give a hint of what the judge has 
felt himself obliged by. As a manifestation of a common superindividual ideol
ogy it is an example of the »metaphysics« which Ross otherwise rejected, 
because it is in principle unverifiable and, as a matter of fact, does not exist, 
which is abundantly illustrated by the number of dissenting judgments. Besides 
Ross concludes from his own metascience that there cannot be established any 
certainty that the judgment as a decision is motivated by the grounds which are 
stated as its legitimation. So it seems to be theoretically impossible to gain any 
positive knowledge of valid law.

Thus, even though Ross rejected a behaviouristic motivation description 
closer to the Scandinavian realism and maintained the obligation as part of the 
motivation process, to him this obligation was not, as Kelsen and Hart profes
sed, a logical category derived from a formal consideration of validity but a 
»feeling« which could be verified empirically by studying the judge’s own 
authoritative statements about it in the grounds of his judgments. The source 
of law-theory, therefore, must be descriptive, since it had to explain the judges’ 
own statements about their feelings of being obliged. Knud Ilium has called the 
entire verification apparatus »needless circumlocution«, because the judge’s 
ideology is nothing special as compared to the jurist’s ideology which enables 
every jurist to understand the legal rules and on the basis thereof to predict 
legal decisions, and thus to make statements regarding valid law. The doctrine 
of the sources of law, then, is not purely descriptive either, and the legal 
science might criticize the grounds of the judgments for being at variance with 
the legal sources.121

Lastly Ross has also been influenced by the English linguistic philosophy and 
its assumption that philosophical problems are exclusively linguistic problems. 
This is of special importance to his analysis of the concept of right, which is left
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totally emptied of its contents as a terminological intermediary between the 
positive legal rules on the one hand and the legal process on the other hand.122 
It also manifests itself in the distinction between norms of competence and 
norms of behaviour, of which the latter are, in the last analysis, reduced to 
norms of competence, because they comprise the application of the monopolist 
coercion apparatus of the State too.123 Thus Ross, like the Scandinavian real
ism, concludes by regarding the material law as reflections of the legal process 
while maintaining Kelsen’s doctrine that the coercion apparatus of the State is 
the ultimate basis of law. It may seem a little confusing, therefore, that the 
courts are made the realistic intermediate link. Notwithstanding this »realistic« 
verification apparatus Ross’ legal theory may reasonably be included under the 
analytical legal philosophy.

b. Hermeneutic Theories
1° Linguistic Qualification
Like the English analytical philosophy the German so-called hermeneutic124 
philosophy is especially interested in language and first of all in the meaning of 
the concepts, but the German school does not want to reduce cognition to the 
linguistic world to such a degree as did the English. Whereas a cognition theory 
built strictly on linguistic analysis will attempt to harmonize with an existing 
linguistic system and its application concepts (the coherence theory), the her
meneutic philosophy will not reject the verification postulate of the logical 
positivism (the correspondence theory), i.e. the scientific cognition consists in 
comparing linguistic contents (the statement) with real phenomena. The thesis 
is that the deflection of the measuring apparatus (the verification mechanism) 
is identical with the contents of the statement, and it is presupposed that 
objective criteria for the description of such measuring results are at hand.

The difference between subscribing to the coherence theory and the corre
spondence theory will be obvious already when trying to verify the simple 
statement: It rains! The former theory will lead to an examination of the 
linguistic usage, the latter to an inquiry into reality. The answers will be diffe
rent: In the first case one studies the words of the statement and in the affirma
tive the answer is: It is said to rain! In the second case one holds one’s hand out 
of the window and finds: It rains! That is to say, if it does!

It is a matter of course that answers of the second type will be wanted in most 
cases, and that it is very important, therefore, to cognition and science alike, 
that reality can be described in such a way that the verification process is 
rendered possible. Even Aristotle knew that in principle this process can never 
be certain. Only purely logical observations within the linguistic and concep
tual system can lead to certain results (analytika priori), whereas empirical 
research necessarily implies the uncertainty connected with the linguistic and 
conceptual incorporation into the system (analytika posteriori). The logical 
positivists thought that the problem could be solved through a clarification of
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the scientific language, but the hermeneutic philosophy has maintained the 
fundamental arbitrariness o f the linguistic description and the intentionality, i.e. 
the purpose orientation, of all our concepts, which are tools of our thoughts 
and actions.

The hermeneutic philosophy and legal theory is thereby oriented towards 
reality and values alike and has in the first place directed its attention to the 
understanding of the legal norm, generally formulated in language, and of the 
description of reality.

Whereas hermeneutics in general deals with the method of interpreting 
works of art and especially texts, literary as well as historical etc., the theologi
cal and the legal hermeneutics have the feature in common that the texts to be 
interpreted are authoritative. The legal variant moreover has to adapt these 
texts to reality, and so the interpretation o f acts is inseparable from the applica
tion o f law.

2° Evaluation
The description is not objective but on the other hand not subjective either. It is 
intersubjective to different degrees, varying according to the degree of com
munity of interests of cognition and cultural backgrounds. To jurists there is no 
doubt that the insight in the legal system and its function and tradition estab
lishes a high degree of consensus (auditorium) regarding the description and 
estimation of legally important facts in relation to a given legal system. The 
legal estimation of such facts is supported not only by linguistic rules and 
customs, indicating the point of departure of the estimation, but also by the 
information regarding the aim of the rules given by the text itself or the pre
paratory notes to it, when it is taken into consideration that the norms are 
prescriptive and the legal concepts are of an intentional character. Also prag
matic factors must be taken into account, so that among more possibilities such 
interpretations are chosen that lead to results which will not only consider the 
aim of the rule in question but also realize consequences harmonizing with 
others, as for instance regard for more general aims of legislation such as law 
and order, private autonomy and changes of social conditions in general (»real 
considerations«, »the nature of things«).

The legal tradition has developed various tools such as analogy and conclu
sion e contrario, which allow the question of whether or not the situations 
regulated by legislation and the situations to be judged at present resemble 
each other sufficiently to be answered apparently by formal observation but 
actually at discretion. What happens is in fact the same as when legal usage and 
legal custom are adduced as sources of law, the delicate question about these 
operations too being the discretionary estimate of situations, of resemblances 
and differences, i.e. an evaluation from certain principles and practical consid-

19Serations.
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3° Reality
As the special task of legal hermeneutics has been to interpret and understand 
linguistic expressions and to realize these loaded (intentional) elements, it 
seems natural that this legal theory has been especially preoccupied with legal 
decisions and dogmatic legal science. The fact is that the legal scientists take 
decisions on hypothetical legal conflicts by the same methods and from the 
same internal understanding of the obligation implied by the legal rules as the 
executive legal authorities apply to real conflicts. Thus the judge and the 
dogmatic legal scientist use the same methods, only that the former has to 
make a decision, while the latter may content himself with pointing out alterna
tive interpretations.

A fundamental feature common to both, therefore, will be the decisionistic 
character of the operations. The result will be no logical conclusion but a 
decision. Not until a given legal fact has been described in relation to possible 
sets of rules, will the final decision result from a logical subordination of a 
minor premise (the description of the case) to a major premise (the interpreta
tion of the rule) as the conclusion of a syllogism. This operation, however, is 
only the end of a long process of evaluation, during which the clarification of 
the norm and the description of reality are related to each other, dialectically 
progressing towards the final syllogism, which presents itself as a kind of logical 
control of the entire operation.126

The close connection between the methods of the practical court life and the 
legal dogmatics was recognized even in the classical Roman society and has 
always formed part of the jurists’ ideology. In fact, the success of legal science 
has always depended on its keeping these rules of the game. When trying to 
become an empirical social science it has lost the jurists’ interest. In England 
dogmatics has mostly been a colourless registration of the legal practice, while 
the French and German traditions have concentrated on purely linguistic- 
exegetic interpretations of the acts and abstract conceptual operations respec
tively. Since the days of A. S. Ørsted Scandinavian legal science, especially the 
Danish and Norwegian branches, has had a traditional cooperation with the 
legal practice, and since the beginning of last century the decisions of the courts 
have been published in print and have been intensely utilized by the dogmatics. 
Nowadays such cooperation is generally accepted in western countries.

The hermeneutic legal philosophy has paid special attention to legal deci
sions and the element o f value of the legal rules. It is said to be »problem- 
oriented«. In Germany a series of different legal theories: phenomenological, 
topical, hermeneutic, existentialist etc., have been comprised under the desig
nation of Werttheorie127 as a successor of the earlier lnteressenjurisprudenz in
spired by Jhering.

Within the framework of the existing rule material such solutions of legal 
problems must be chosen that correspond with the general principles of cul
tural, social and political nature underlying the legal system. Our western
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democratic welfare societies are founded on a set of principles, for instance the 
human rights, which must at any time be made the basis of interpretation. On 
an inferior metalevel a series of fundamental legal principles are found, such as 
the private autonomy, the doctrines of in dubio pro reo and audiatur et altera 
pars, the priority principle, the equality principle etc., which lead the way 
further on in legal argumentation.128

The last-mentioned type of metalegal principles must presumably be re
garded as part of the legal system in the sense that arguments based on such 
principles may be called arguments de sententia ferenda, meaning advice to the 
courts, whereas arguments of the former type must broadly be characterized as 
arguments de lege ferenda, meaning advice to the legislative power. However, 
it is difficult to delimit these types of principles from each other. In dynamic 
periods the limit will tend towards becoming fluid and in static periods towards 
becoming more well-defined. The dialectic between the demand for adjust
ment of the legal system to the social conditions on the one hand and the regard 
for law and order on the other will always exist in legal theory and practice. A 
fixed limit between the law-creating function of the courts and the authority of 
the legislative power cannot be indicated to hold good at any time and in any 
situation.129
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VI. Pluralis Juris

After this survey of the different functions of law in the past and present and 
the legal theories built upon them it must be time to return to the introductory 
myth about the elephant. The sages defined the elephant differently, because 
they caught hold of different parts of it and mistook that part for the whole 
object.

The mistake of the elephant men, who were unable to see that they had 
seized only a fragment of a whole, is easy to understand, if we take for granted 
that they knew nothing in advance of the whole, which was an animal organism 
of a certain kind. It is an experience of the Gestalt psychology, and of the 
hermeneutic philosophy of language as well, that parts of reality are perceived 
and understood as parts of a whole. The hermeneutic and critical metascience 
developed from these schools has emphasized the interest o f cognition as con
stituting such fragmentary, »one-dimensional« parts of a total perception. 
Finally the general relativity theory has taught us that perception both depends 
on and influences our measuring instruments. What has been called the her
meneutic circle is just an expression of the fact that one cannot »understand« 
the whole without knowledge of the single parts, which in their turn are under
standable only as constituent parts of an organized whole.

If the sages had known in advance the concept of »animal« or »mammal«, 
they would presumably quite easily have perceived their fragments or »entries 
of cognition« as part aspects of a whole, as cognitive structures.13°

The myth implies an understanding, and a criticism as well, of science or 
philosophy. Nowadays science should be expected to be familiar with this 
theory of cognition, which must render it suspicious of or downright immune to 
the tendency, found in primitive thinking, to hypostatize a single aspect of the 
functions of the whole to be the »essence« of things. The fundamental line of 
thought behind the above description and analysis of a number of different 
legal theories is just the realization that law has different functions, and that 
legal science must consequently have different departments.

The political function of law is best studied by the political and economic 
sciences, while its social and psychological functions should be studied by 
sociology and social psychology, and its cultural function by ethnology. The 
history o f law and the comparative legal science compare the legal rules and 
their social functions in a vertical (historical) or horizontal (international) per
spective. It is common to all these parts of legal science that they do not aim at 
describing and interpreting the valid or current law. Therefore their methods 
will in principle be »descriptive«, i.e. they describe law as part o f working 
political, social, psychological and cultural systems.
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Against this stands the dogmatic legal science, which being an aid of the legal 
practice, is the original and the practically important part of legal science. The 
task of this science is the interpretation of an authoritative rule material, the 
valid or current law. The dogmatic legal science describes law systematically 
and by means of a number of authoritative sources (sources of law) and a 
number of methods o f argumentation coined throughout history, which are 
accepted as lawful by the jurists (legal method), and which correspond with the 
method o f argumentation applied in the legal practice. Some of these methodical 
features refer to normative elements (justice, fairness, equity), others to lin
guistic-logical elements, and yet others to elements of reality (teleological and 
pragmatic considerations).

When legal philosophers have attempted to comprise these elements under a 
common concept of law, this has sometimes been done with reference only to 
the dogmatic legal science, and sometimes they have disengaged themselves 
from that too and treated the legal science as a social science. As mentioned, 
this latter variant has not often been lastingly successful, because it has been of 
no outstanding interest to the »customers«, i.e. the legal profession. For the 
same reason a strictly analytical theory (pure legal theory) has been of no great 
success either. The debate between legal science and legal philosophy will 
probably go on, until legal philosophy realizes and respects the fact that law has 
different aspects according to its different functions, and that legal science must 
therefore apply different methods.

The idea outlined by the author in Law and Society (1971), p. 28 f. was just 
that the concept o f law is a relative and pluralistic concept.131 Law is not only a 
system of norms, a prediction of the behaviour of judges or authorities, com
mands to the authorities and/or the public, a general legal ideology or a special 
judge’s ideology, and actually followed norm of behaviour, sanctioned orders, 
a means of political government, protection or oppression, a »normative con
tent of justice«, game rules, system rules or rules of conclusion, legal customs 
or usage, or cultural part patterns. Law is all o f it at a time, and each of the 
individual conceptions are split off from the general concept of law. They 
represent a single or a few aspects of the function of law and therefore look 
upon law from a certain limited angle, so that other aspects are defined away.

In a linguistic form all the definitions will represent analogies or models, 
since a definition of a new concept (definiens) must necessarily be referred to a 
genus (definiendum), which is thereafter delimited with special conceptual 
elements in relation to other parts of definiendum. Any new cognition must 
choose a resembling linguistic qualification. By such discretionary qualification 
a new phenomenon is referred to an already known concept. The concept of 
law is a metaphorical mode of perception with the pertaining limitations in 
precision and complexity. Everyday concepts are open and indefinite. They are 
often type concepts. As opposed to the exactly defined concepts of the natural 
sciences, used in experimental and mathematical connections, the social
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science concepts are often related to everyday language with its open and 
indefinite concepts, since these sciences, and especially the legal science, deal 
with the solution of everyday people’s problems.

The content of the legal concept in a given situation will depend on the kind 
o f question made, which in turn depends on the specific role or function per
formed by the legal actor. The consulting lawyer is most interested in the 
probability of a certain decision of a prospective lawsuit, whereas the judge is in 
no need of such an external definition but must look for an internal information 
of what rules he is obliged to apply. The dogmatic legal science wants to see law 
as a system of legal rules validly following from certain sources indicated by the 
principles of legal sources. Like the judges the legal science is interested in the 
internal aspect of law, not only in connection with the solution of actual prob
lems, but in order to be able to present the individual rules or solutions as parts 
of a systematic, consistent whole. The legal sociology and the social psychology 
are interested in the current law, i.e. the rules of behaviour which are actually 
complied with or which are felt obliging. The cognition interest of the politi
cians is the governing effect or the oppressive character of the law. Especially 
in the latter respect the aspect of power and sanction must be considered 
important, while other democratic government models attach greater import
ance to the public acceptance of the legal system and the individual rules. The 
history o f law, the ethnology and the international law for different reasons are 
uninterested in the aspect of sanction, but want to see law as part of the 
national and international patterns of culture. The church and ideological 
movements in the widest sense conceive law as the realization of a superior 
order: the course of nature, the nature of man, the will of God, reason or 
justice (natural law), and they are unable, therefore, to respect the positive law 
unconditionally, because to them its contents may be invalid, in which case 
they have a right and a duty to resist it (right of resistance, civil disobedience).

The definition chosen is of a programmatic or ideological nature, connected 
with the underlying general conception o f man and society. A command theory 
corresponds with an authoritarian State concept and a collective concept o f man. A 
sociological-functional theory of law may be the expression of a collective concept 
of man too, since the social utility and the distributive justice are regarded as the 
supreme values of society. A theory departing from the individual rights of man 
looks upon man as an individual and nothing else and assigns the minimum task to 
society of securing the individual’s rights. A pluralistic legal philosophy, regarding 
man as an individual and a social being as well, recognizes that social utility and 
individual justice are equal, competing values, and that the individual justice 
cannot be reduced to form part of the distributive justice. A manifestation of this 
fact is the increasing tendency of the legal philosophy of the latest decade of being 
interested in the reflective and individual-oriented aspect of law at the expense of 
its governing and distributive functions and in turn the distributive justice, which 
have been the main interests of the previous half century.
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This turn of the legal philosophy coincides with a similar turn of the moral 
philosophy and the political and economic sciences. These disciplines have 
discovered the weaknesses of the socialist systems as well as of the parliamen
tary majority rule systems as regards their ability to distribute the social values. 
The State socialist systems have been afflicted by a dramatic information crisis, 
and the social democratic systems have suffered from the inclination towards 
majority dictatorship and unpredictability, since no rational distribution of 
social values can be reached through majority decisions. This recognition has 
been called the crisis of democracy, inasmuch as the individual social groups 
are no longer willing to pay (sufficient) attention to society as a whole. As 
justice is increasingly identified with equality in a material sense, the individu
als are less motivated to contribute to the production of values and more 
motivated, in the name of equalization, to demand a larger part of the public 
funds for themselves. There is also a tendency to refer to a controlled market 
mechanism132 as a means of strengthening the individual’s liberty by virtue of a 
free choice of consumption and also as a means of furthering equality, inas
much as the market mechanism is an objective and impersonal distribution 
factor without fear or favour. In return the allocation of benefit is made in 
proportion to one’s own contribution, quantitatively and qualitatively, and this 
will reduce the irrational and accidental character of a distribution by majority 
and will also increase the wealth to be distributed through corrections to the 
market mechanism.

These conclusive remarks are meant to clarify what I have said about the 
ideological and political character of the legal theory. To me it is beyond doubt 
that a pluralistic legal theory corresponds with a democratic theory of society, 
founded on a concept of man according to which man is both an individual and 
a social being, and as such is in need of both freedom and security.

Finally it must be emphasized that the concept of »law« belongs to a norma- 
tive category as opposed to descriptive statements. But law has not necessarily 
got to be expressed in writing or in words at all. It may be in the nature of a 
legal custom, i.e. a regular social behaviour, which is or is regarded to be 
binding. At any rate law is not identical with the written expression, no more 
than the notes are identical with the musical work. Law is not identical with 
psychological or social phenomena either, such as conceptions or behaviour. It 
holds the same logical status, but not the same criteria, as other prescriptions 
and patterns of human activities as for instance architect’s designs, doctor’s 
prescriptions, recipes etc.

In order to avoid unwarranted identifications it is useful to abstain from 
analogies like »commands«, »directives«, »imperatives« and the like. Also 
because it may be practical to use an expression which applies both to the 
behaviour and the underlying mental processes, I should prefer the neutral 
»prescription«. This word corresponds with the adjective »prescriptive« as 
opposed to »descriptive«.
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Law as a logical category is then: prescriptions in the nature of rules. To this 
must be added a series of criteria separating the legal rules from other rules and 
a series of functions which require a set of different modes of perception and 
description.
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